Effects of codon sequence on the dynamics of genetic networks.
In prokaryotes, the rate at which codons are translated varies from one codon to the next. Using a stochastic model of transcription and translation at the nucleotide and codon levels, we investigate the effects of the codon sequence on the dynamics of protein numbers. For sequences generated according to the codon frequencies in Escherichia coli, we find that mean protein numbers at near equilibrium differ with the codon sequence, due to the mean codon translation efficiencies, in particular of the codons at the ribosome binding site region. We find close agreement between these predictions and measurements of protein expression levels as a function of the codon sequence. Next, we investigate the effects of short codon sequences at the start/end of the RNA sequence with linearly increasing/decreasing translation efficiencies, known as slow ramps. The ramps affect the mean, but not the fluctuations, in proteins numbers by affecting the rate of translation initiation. Finally, we show that slow ramps affect the dynamics of small genetic circuits, namely, switches and clocks. In switches, ramps affect the frequency of switching and bias the robustness of the noisy attractors. In repressilators, ramps alter the robustness of periodicity. We conclude that codon sequences affect the dynamics of gene expression and genetic circuits and, thus, are likely to be under selection regarding both mean codon frequency as well as spatial arrangement along the sequence.